1) Remove the protective tube G.
2) Connect the anaesthetic syringe to the in-way line C, then rotate lightly the cap H anti-clockwise and fill the catheters of anaesthetic fluid. Close the H cap by turning clockwise.
3) Penetrate in the duct, after widening it.
4) Rotate the H cap anticlockwise and remove the stylet (thin metallic wire) from the catheter. Close the F clamp.
5) Inject the anaesthetic fluid and remove the syringe.
6) Connect a syringe filled by saline to the in-way line C. Connect an empty syringe to the out-Way D.
7) Inject 2cc saline in the duct, while massaging the breast.
8) Close the in-way line C by the clamp E; open the out-way line D by the clamp F.
9) Make aspiration with the empty syringe on the out-way line D, while massaging the breast in order to flow the saline from the breast to the syringe.
10) Rinse the catheter opening lightly the clamp E on the in-way line C. The saline will flow from the in-way line to the out-way line, and bring the captured cells in the collecting syringe. Close the out-way line C.
11) Relax the collecting syringe removing the aspiration on the out-way line D. Close the out-way line by the clamp F.
12) Open the in-way line C by the clamp E.
13) Repeat from 7)